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in overcoming friction varies as the mean velocity divided by the square of the diameter of the pipe, or as the rate of supply divided by the fourth power of the diameter. This goes on the supposition that the motion is sufficiently slow to allow of our neglecting the pressure which may be spent in producing eddies, in comparison with that spent in overcoming what really constitutes internal friction.
83. Third object With respect to experiments for determining the length of the seconds' pendulum, the theory of internal friction rather enables us to calculate for certain forms of pendulum the correction due to the inertia of the air than points out any particular mode of performing the experiments. Even the ordinary theory of hydrodynamics points out the importance of removing all obstacles to the free motion of the air in the neighbourhood of the pendulum if we would calculate from theory the whole correction for reduction to a vacuum.
Since the theoretical solution has been obtained in the case of a long cylindrical rod, or of such a rod combined with a sphere, we may regard a pendulum formed in this manner, and which is convertible in air, as also convertible in vacuum, for it is of small consequence whether the pendulum be or be not really convertible in vacuum, provided that if it be not we know the correction to be applied in consequence.
KJ note A, Article 65.
Let us apply the general equations (2), (3) to the fluid surrounding a solid of revolution which turns about its axis, with either a uniform or a variable motion, supposing the fluid to have been initially either at rest, or moving in annuli about the axis of symmetry.                                                                                                   f/
In the first place we may observe, that the fluid will always move in aurmli about the axis of symmetry. For let P be any point of space, and L any line passing through P, and lying in a plane drawn through P and through the axis of symmetry; and at the end of the time t let u be the velocity at P resolved along L. Now consider a second case of motion, differing from the first in

